Before reading any further, have a read of my pdf – THE BOSTON
BOMBING PSY-OP first
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_BOSTON_BOMBING_PSY-OP.php
Right, now take a look at the [censored] House Homeland Security
Committee Report, dated March 2014, and entitled ‘The Road to
Boston: Counterterrorism challenges and Lessons from the
Marathon Bombings’
https://homeland.house.gov/files/documents/Boston-BombingsReport.pdf I copy/paste snippets, and, as always, comment in red.
Firstly, the report looks like it is the result of new text added to parts of
an older report. Notice the different styles of typed text – pages 1, 2, 7,
12, 13, 29, 32, 33, and 34 look like they are pages from an original
report. These are the pages where you will find most of the redactions.
How curious!
P 3: “To conduct our investigation the Committee repeatedly
requested documents and briefings to discuss the specifics of
Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s history, the extent to which federal agencies knew
about the threat he posed and what actions they took, or didn’t take. For
several months the FBI largely ignored or denied the committee’s
request for assistance. FBI representatives asserted that the
committee’s requests amounted to “non-oversight activities” implying
that the FBI was therefore not required to comply.”
If this was about a failure to prevent the Tsarnaev brothers planting
home-made pressure cooker bombs, you could feel optimistic that this
committee was genuine, and doing all it could, up against an
uncooperative FBI. Unfortunately these requests to the FBI for
information are just part of the pretence.
The Homeland Security report [comic] goes into great detail about how
Tamerlan the Terrorist Tsarnaev managed to [as they’re portraying it]
slip through the net, and what needs to be done to prevent you and I
committing acts of terror. To sum up “The committee strongly
recommends finding ways to increase and enhance the information
sharing between federal intelligence and law enforcement agencies and
State, local and Tribal [huh?] law enforcement agencies. Based on
official testimony provided [prove it] during open hearings [ha ha; as if]
by current and former government officials, briefings with State and local
law enforcement personnel and even the recommendations of
representatives from Federal agencies including the Counterterrorism

Center [NCTC], the committee has determined there is extensive room
for improvement to be made in both the perception of the FBI’s
information sharing expectations of its agents and TFOs, as well as the
actual information sharing procedures in place. Moving forward, the
committee hopes that more information can be shared beyond JTTFs
around the country with State and local police departments relating to
such ongoing assessments.
This includes expanding access to classified networks such as Guardian
at the various State and local fusion centres. The Guardian system
“serves as the primary database for setting leads to other Field Offices
and JTTFs to open new terrorism related assessments or
investigations”, and a Guardian lead was initiated for Tamerlan Tsarnaev
based on the liaison memorandum from the Russian government. In a
briefing provided to Committee Staff DHS coordinator for
counterterrorism John Cohen noted that while fusion centers have
access to the Guardian, DHS is working with the FBI to explore the
increasing number of persons on Fusion Centres with access to
Guardian itself. Concern regarding State and local access to classified
material was echoed by several law enforcement officials during the
course of the Committee’s investigation, who suggested that
improvements could also be made to the timelines of threat reporting
made available to fusion centres and police departments. It has been
argued that some fusion centres have access to Guardian by virtue of
individuals who serve both as fart of the center and the local JTTF. Yet,
this is not enough to ensure the fusion center has true Guardian
access.” [Pages 26 & 27]
Oi; you, wake up. Think yourselves lucky you didn’t have to type all that
crap out; I dropped off three times during the process. Unfortunately I’m
going to have to type up everything from this darned ‘report’ [joke book],
cos the sly bastard masons have prevented anyone using the
‘copy/paste’ function. Wonder why. Is it to discourage people like me
ripping into it?
If you can’t dazzle em with science, baffle them with bullshit; right? This
lot really have surpassed themselves in the bullshit stakes; haven’t they.
For all you retards out there, listen up, this ‘information sharing’ bollox is
an obfuscatory diversionary tactic by the Ministry of Psy-ops to divert
your attention from the fact that there is no evidence that Tamerlan [or
his brother] bombed the marathon, or that he was ever a terrorist in any shape or form.

Ok, so what are the lying shits saying? “The FBI was unable to
nominate TT for TIDE [Terrorist Identities Datafart Environment] or
TSDB [Terrorist Screening Datawaste or ‘the Watchlist’] because to do
so would have required expanding the 2011 assessment into a
preliminary investigation, which investigators concluded they did not
have sufficient evidence to do so.” [P 33.] So the FBI contends that the
March 2011 Russian letter did not provide enough information to expand
their 2011 assessment into a ‘preliminary terrorism investigation’; so that
means they settled for a ‘lower level’ assessment, since they didn’t feel
that a full or top level assessment was warranted. Why then did they
feel the need, on three separate occasions, to ask the Russians for
additional info? Surely that would be part of a top level investigation.
And since they said they were worried that Tamerlan had associations
with known terrorists or that he had a desire to join jihad groups, which
would signify a very real threat to national security, surely that would
warrant a high level of investigation. According to the ‘Watchlisting’
guidance the TSDB is an unclassified datavase and is commonly
referred to as the Terrorist Watchlist; one of its primary sources of
suspected terrorists is TIDE. A suspected terrorist in TIDE will be added
to the TSDB if they meet two requirements: First, the biographical
information on the individual must contain sufficient identifying data that
person can be matched from a terrorist watchlist. Second, the individual
must meet the “reasonable suspicion standard.”
https://www.fbi.gov/news/testimony/tscs-role-in-the-interagencywatchlisting-and-screeningprocesshttps://theintercept.com/document/2014/07/23/march-2013watchlisting-guidance/
The truth is there was no investigation; on any level [well not in the
sense of a terrorist threat.] The ‘passing the buck’ malarkey is a
smokescreen. It’s pretence. This is the ‘out of the matrix’ exposure
you will not get from the so-called Justice for Jaharists. All of them are
cointelpro agents, working to protect the official narrative, and to keep
Jahar in prison. Please read my sister pdf: ‘The BB Psy-op – a closer
look at the work of the COINTELPRO’ for the proof of that.
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_BOSTON_BOMBING_PSY-OP__a_closer_look_at_the_work_of_the_COINTELPRO.php
Neither the Americans nor the Russians had any concerns at all that
Tamerlan or any member of his family might be a terrorist, or a budding
terrorist. In fact the American government themselves confirm inasmuch
[more on that in a bit.] And since that is the case, the Russian

government are obviously involved in the conspiracy to frame the
brothers.
Course the reality is, if the marathon explosions had been caused by
home-made pressure cooker bombs, planted by a couple of terrorists,
the FBI would have had to literally watch them 24/7 in order to prevent
such an attack. It wouldn’t have mattered if such ‘lone’ terrorists had
contacts with known extremists.
Right, now take a look at congressman Bill Keating’s sham letter to FBI
director James Comey, dated July 31st 2013.
http://keating.house.gov/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id
=245:keating-to-fbi-we-need-answers-on-bostonbombings&catid=1:press-releases&Itemid=13 I copy/paste/comment on
some of it.
This is the intro:
“Washington, DC – Today, Congressman Bill Keating [who is almost
certainly a very high level mason] sent a letter to the new Director of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), James Comey [who will
also almost certainly be a v high level mason], requesting information on
the many, still-unanswered questions surrounding the Boston Marathon
Bombings. Even if these men are not masons themselves [or members
of some other seedy secret society] they will absolutely be beholden to
freemasonry.
“It has been three and a half months since the terror attack in Boston,
and the FBI has yet to answer the pressing questions that would help
law enforcement and legislators better prepare against threats in the
future,” said Congressman Keating. There will always be terror attacks
whilst freemasonry controls the FBI, law enforcement and legislators.
“As a former District Attorney all of whom have their strings pulled by the
masonic master, I understand the sensitivities surrounding an ongoing
pretence of an investigation; however, none of the questions I have
would compromise the integrity of the investigation into the bombings.
Keating’s having a laugh. He wouldn’t know the meaning of the word
integrity. He doesn’t have an honest bone in him. I’m not looking to
place blame. I am. You Mr Keating are partly to blame because you are
part of the conspiracy. What I am looking to do is identify our security
shortcomings and change them. Liar. You have no such intentions. If
you did, you would not be writing bogus letters like this; you’d be
exposing the evil Masonic conspiracy that is behind the bombings, and
the framing of Jahar. But you won’t; because you are a pathetic

cowardly little man. Without forthright information from the FBI, we are
prevented from taking the critical steps needed to protect the American
public. Keep up the pretence; there’s a good little boy. What reward
have you been promised for your loyal services to freemasonry? Satan
loves you. It is my hope that my fellow partner in crime Director Comey
makes this a priority because I intend to pretend to keep demanding
answers until I receive them.”
In his letter, Congressman Keating specifically outlines several areas
where information is still needed. These areas involve the FBI’s followup to Russian communications on Tamerlan Tsarnaev, informationsharing between the FBI and local authorities, and loopholes
identified within the consolidated terror watch lists. How can anyone be
proud to sit on a committee and state [p 6]: “Many of the committee’s
recommendations echo recommendations included in the 9/11
Commission Report released on 26/7/04, which demonstrates that
nearly ten years on we have yet to fully address these challenges”?
That alone and of itself should make Keating and his committee
chums thoroughly ashamed of themselves.
Congressman Keating is the only Member from the Massachusetts
Delegation on the Homeland Security Committee. He also serves on the
Foreign Affairs Committee, where he is Ranking Member of the Europe,
Eurasia, and Emerging Threats Subcommittee, [all of which reeks of
freemasonry] which has jurisdiction over issues involving Russia and the
Caucasus region. He travelled to Russia on a jolly jaunt the month after
the bombings to meet with fellow Masonic fakes calling themselves
security officials [who are also only interested in their own security, not
the security of the Russian people] there in a pretend response to the
FBI’s silence [charade].
The full text of Congressman Keating’s letter to Director Comey is
below.”
I now copy/paste/comment on part of that letter:
“I would like to note that while in Moscow on May 30, 2013, I was able to
obtain a readout of the March 4, 2011 and April 22, 2013
communications from the Federal Security Service of Russia (FSB) to
the FBI and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Note that – he was only
allowed to read those communications. Despite numerous requests to
obtain a copy of and discuss this information, I have not heard anything
back from the FBI. This makes the Russians look like the good guys.

Perhaps, when viewed on paper, [Keating takes piss taking to new
levels; doesn’t he] the procedural nature of these questions will become
apparent, and the FBI will agree to assist in closing loopholes [not that
there are any] that may hinder the future identification or capture of
dangerous individuals before lives are lost. This comes from the lying
scumbag who actively supports the terrorists in power, and who
conspires to frame innocent men; and who gets handsomely rewarded
for doing so.
As mentioned earlier, I was relayed the information contained in both
warnings [the second warning, dated April 22nd, we’re told, was in
connection with Ibragim Todashev] about Tamerlan Tsarnaev while I
was in Moscow. The March 4, 2011 message, in particular, was quite
detailed. The FBI has admitted to receiving communications [note the
vagueness; he can’t even say whether they were letters, texts, emails,
faxes ... ] from the Russians and has reportedly tried to follow up on the
March warning twice. (According to former Director Mueller’s recent
testimony before the Senate, the FBI followed up in August and
October of 2012. Notice the vagueness - specific dates are not given,
neither are we told what form these ‘follow ups’ took. Mueller says there
were three follow up requests for information. https://www.cspan.org/video/?313323-1/fbi-director-faces-house-judiciary-committeeoversight [1:03:35]. When was the third time?) When I asked the FSB
why they didn’t respond to the FBI’s follow-up inquiries, the senior,
deputy-level FSB officials in the room vehemently denied that any
follow-up from the FBI occurred and asked me to provide them with
concrete dates and names associated with such requests. I would
ask that the FBI provide the exact dates of any follow-up
communications stemming from the US and detail where they were sent.
This information can aid in illustrating a lapse within the Russians’ own
internal communications and provide the opportunity to correct this in the
future.
So the Russians are vomiting fury that they’re being blamed for this
breach in security. They vehemently denied that any follow-up from
the FBI occurred, such that they wanted concrete dates and names
associated with those requests. That being the case, why would they
only allow Keating and his party to read the letters that they allegedly
sent to the FBI? Surely they’d be more than happy for Keating to
publish them, and expose the FBI as the monstrous murderous liars that
they are?

If this little scenario was true, the Russian government would have
published those letters already in their own newspapers.
This is bullshit of epic proportions. Folks think about it. Do you think if
the Russian government had been genuinely worried about someone
committing acts of terror, they would have just sent a letter [which may
or may not have got delivered to the appropriate place]? And, even
more ludicrous, when such a warning letter gets seemingly ignored and
goes unheeded, they don’t do anything about it, until an atrocity occurs,
at which point they want to know details of ‘requests for information’
which were allegedly sent from the US government. LAUGH OUT
FUCKING LOUD. HELL NO. They would have made jolly sure the
American government were well aware of the threat someone
posed. A group of delegates would have met up with their US
counterparts, and the threat would have been discussed face to
face.
The Russian government are conspiring with the American
government to commit terrorist atrocities to further the satanic
NWO plans. What we are being subjected to are nasty
psychological operations.
The March 2011 communication from the Russians also contained
information pertaining to aliases that Tsarnaev may have used and
indicated the possibility of him altering his name. Notice the usual
vagueness – ‘may have’; ‘possibility of him’ ... Thought Keating had
read those letters! I think someone should publish Tamerlan’s passport,
showing his name and travel stamps, which would prove he didn’t use
an alias. Is there a mechanism that can override the algorithms in place
that proved inadequate in flagging Tsarnaev’s travel to Russia in
January 2012? More obfuscation. What exactly proved inadequate?
Where is the evidence there were any travel restrictions on Tamerlan?
Guess what folks; the government themselves state that Tamerlan’s
A-file “contains no evidence of governmental monitoring of
Tamerlan’s travel to or activities in Dagestan (other than routine
immigration records [read that again folks, there was NO evidence
of any governmental monitoring of Tamerlan’s travel, OR of his
activities in Dagestan]); no information concerning any reports
of Tamerlan’s being an extremist; no information
concerning Tamerlan’s propensity for violence or any
suspected criminal behavior (other than a standard police records
check); and no evidence that an FBI interview of Tamerlan temporarily
halted his citizenship application. Indeed, the file indicates

that Tamerlan was on track to become a citizen when he
died on April 19, 2013 after being shot by law enforcement.”
http://thebostonmarathonbombings.weebly.com/official-documentrepository-older-documents.html ‘State V Tsarnaev 04/11/2014
Government's opposition to motion to compel’ Whoopsie Daisies.
Methinks the Masons keep messing up! This is what happens when
you keep on telling lies. Seriously, if it was true that Tamerlan was a
suspect terrorist, do you think he would have been on course to get
citizenship? No chance. Is there any way to incorporate outside tips
[LOL] on name changes into the consolidated terror watch lists? Why
would you want to do that? The name on someone’s passport is the
only one that should be on a terror watch list, surely. Otherwise a
terrorist could just collect a never ending stream of names to operate
under!
It is not easy to obtain a passport; there are all sorts of hoops one has to
jump through to get one. There are stringent passport controls in place
at all airports. If a terrorist gets into a country it is because s/he is
allowed in.
Incidentally Tamerlan was applying for a Russian passport during his
six month stay in Russia. http://abcnews.go.com/International/bostonmarathon-bombing-suspects-twisted-family-history/story?id=19012097
Did he get it? Why are there no questions on that???
What this is really about is the bringing in of more airport controls under
the guise of ‘security’, which will only affect the masses of ‘ordinary’ law
abiding folk; which is all part of the tightening of the control grid, in line
with NWO furtherance. I haven’t experienced that recently as I haven’t
got the money for foreign holidays [or any holiday]; nor do I have the
time; however I’ve sure experienced the tightening of security against
the phantom terrorist in the UK courts. At a recent appeal I attended
with my son Andy I was told to hand over a tiny canister of hair spray
that a security guard found when he searched my handbag. How is
hairspray a terrorist threat? Don’t answer that. He didn’t find the real
weapon I was carrying – a recording device. Te he.
Two more Homeland Security Committee lying witnesses, namely former
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and former Senator Joe Lieberman, another
couple of incorrigible liars, hugely rewarded for services to the Masonic
powers cited more bullshit about existing “laws” and “guidelines” that
they pretended had constrained the pretend Tsarnaev investigation early
on. Even no named Russian security officials who may or may not have

stated that the FBI had told them a load of old bollocks that “legislation”
had obstructed their ability to investigate. Yeah yeah, we got it. The FBI
are the bad guys.
The second communication [note the vagueness] from the Russian FSB
on April 22, 2013 detailed Ibragim Todashev under “matters of
significance.” Did this communication initiate the FBI’s investigation into
Todashev? Since his name appeared in a mode of communication
considered to be foreign intelligence, was it permitted to be shared
with local authorities? Keating loves taking the piss; doesn’t he. If this
was not a psy-op i.e. if the freemasons weren’t involved, whoever the
senior staff member was who was dealing with a ‘matter of significance’
would have been qualified to decide whether or not it was something
that needed to be shared with local authorities.
If need be, I would gladly discuss the sensitive nature of these requests
in a secure environment [Masonic lodge]. I thank you for your time and
look forward to the FBI’s response my friend; ha ha; nudge nudge, wink
wink. Further, I look forward to working with you in your new position
and exchanging many funny handshakes. My office remains open to
your agency, and I hope that we can work together to facilitate greater
communication between the FBI and Congress as we work together on
continuing to deceive the public on so-called matters of security and
foreign emerging threats that affect homeland defense.”
According to Mueller Tamerlan’s name had come up in two other cases
prior to March 2011. So why aren’t Keating and his cronies
demanding to know what the FBI knew about Tamerlan prior to
March 2011? Why didn’t Rep. Steve King, during questioning of
Mueller at the FBI ‘oversight’ hearing press him for more
information?
As for the murder of Ibragim Todashev in connection, that is going to be
a mammoth task to research. That’s next on the ‘To do’ list.
Incidentally, guess what date the Waltham murders were committed
[allegedly by Ibragim and Tamerlan]; September 11th 2011. Guess what
date Jahar became a US citizen; September 11th 2012. Talk about inyour-face blatant Illuminati/Masonic/9/11 symbolism. The Tsarnaev
brothers and their friends were chosen to be sacrificial lambs for an
extremely sinister plot - the goriest terrorist attack in the United States
since 9/11.

Back to the report by the Homeland Security committee of Mickey
Takers:
P 4: “Despite these challenges, the Committee persisted in working to
obtain the required documentation and information ... The
committee has always applauded the men and women of the FBI,
along with all other Federal law enforcement and intelligence officials ...
Anyone who has read my pdf – The BB Psy-op - knows beyond a
shadow of a doubt that all the FBI agents involved in any way with the
Boston Marathon Bombing is corrupt, and part of the conspiracy to
frame Jahar, and promote the official story. Granted this ‘report’ was
written before the Tsarnaev trial, and therefore the committee didn’t
have the benefit of the court transcribes for the proof of that; however it
is clear from, among other things, the phoney letter writing and trips
abroad to chat with journalists - which I will come to - that this committee
are involved in the conspiracy to protect the official narrative.
The committee shall consider this an appropriate documentation of our
effort to the American people which we hope will be enough to pacify
them until we get to bomb the fuck out of them again and will endeavour
to ensure that the recommendations contained herein are enacted to
improve the security of the United States Homeland for we freemasonic
lickspittle lackeys.
... this report utilizes media reporting [propaganda] in part [in full]
because initial information about events was not provided by relevant
agencies.” ‘Initial information’ my arse. ALL their ‘information’ [bullshit
lies and Masonic concoctions] comes from the evil bastards who
bombed the marathon and framed the Tsarnaev brothers, via their
media whores. How much more proof do you need folks; these shitbags
are admitting that their ‘sources’ are the very ‘people’ whose arses they
kiss. They’re telling you this is a PSY-OP.
P 6: “This report examines much of Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s personal
history and his interaction with Federal Agencies, including his alleged
radicalisation, the pretend 2011 threat assessment that we fooled you
into believing was carried out by the FBI and his travel to Russia in
2012. Additionally the committee are continuing the bullshit by saying it
explores missed opportunities that potentially could have prevented this
attack. I’ll say it again peeps; nothing could have prevented the attack
as it was carried out by the very same Masonic suits who pull the strings
of the authors of this ‘report’.

Many of the Masonic committee’s recommendations echo
recommendations included in the Masonic authored 9/11 Commission
Report released on 26/7/04. This demonstrates that nearly ten years
on we have yet to fully address these challenges. That translates to
the Illuminati lapdogs letting us know loud and clear that they will
continue to pretend to address the ‘challenges’ that they are responsible
for.
The committee of pretenders recommends greater information sharing
with masonic local law enforcement, and expanded access to the
Masonic controlled FBI’s classified Guardian system ... That translates
to the committee of Masonic piss takers will continue to share
information between themselves.
The committee of pretenders also recommends that the Memoranda of
Understanding between the Masonic controlled FBI and other Masonic
controlled agencies that we’re told prevent the sharing of information
outside of JTTFs [Masonic controlled Joint Terrorism Task Farce]
without FBI [Masonic] approval be amended to foster greater sharing.”
That translates to business as usual.
P 9: “It has not been determined whether the Boston marathon
bombing is tied directly to the Caucasus Emirate or the ongoing
terrorist activity in Dagestan, Chechnya, and across the North
Caucasus. However it is reasonable to assume [on what basis?] that
TT was at least inspired by their activity and ideology and driven to take
part in the vision of global jihad [there is no evidence of that; say the
government themselves] which they share with the bogeyman al
Qaeda.
Who created Al-Qaeda and the ISIS Terror Group? America. Who
promotes the propaganda, and who funds and benefits from terrorism?
Ultimately it’s the Illuminati families. See my ‘DIGGER IS A SHILL’ pdf.
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/DIGGER_IS_A_SHILL.php Let’s just remind
ourselves what the former Foreign Minister Robin Cook told the House
of Commons: “The truth is there is no Islamic army or terrorist group
called Al Qaeda. And any informed intelligence officer knows this. But
there is a propaganda campaign to make the public believe in the
presence of an identified entity representing the ‘devil’ only in
order to drive the ‘TV watcher’ to accept a unified international
leadership for a war against terrorism. The country behind this
propaganda is the US, and the lobbyists for the US war on terrorism

are only interested in making money.” About a month later he died
suddenly in mysterious circumstances.
During TT’s time in Dagestan he would have seen Russia’s fights
against these groups first hand and [though Federal investigators
have not found proof of these meetings] possibly had the chance to
meet with rebel fighters from that region which may have helped fuel his
alleged radicalisation. Once again people, take note – the FBI had no
proof Tamerlan had met with rebel fighters. This ‘report’ is based on
insinuation, slander and baseless accusations. As another
hypocritical spineless nefarious loathsome lying NWO lackey Secretary
of State John Kerry noted in Brussels shortly after the bombing despite
being totally devoid of any basis in which to utter this slur: “[Tamerlan]
learned something where he went and came back with a willingness to
kill people”.” Comments from politicians, celebs etc SHOULD NOT be in
a government’s FACT FINDING report.
P 10: “According to some media reporting [smears] friends [so-called] of
Tam’s wife Katherine Russell [so not Katherine herself] claim as time
went on he took on an increasingly extremist [unevidenced] view of
Islam, and allege [that word again – allegations only] that he became
violent towards her. Has anyone heard this from Katherine? Me
neither. In fact according to this ‘Motion’ [p 7]
https://www.scribd.com/doc/297227294/Doc-1344-4-24-2015-GovtMotion-to-Exclude-Exhibits where there is mention of an exhibit [known
as the Saisselin email] in which Amanda Saisselin claims TT physically
abused Katherine Tsarnaeva, although she admits she did not see any
abuse and is merely speculating about what happened based on
something she believes she heard, “Katherine Tsarnaeva has
consistently denied that Tamerlan Tsarnaev ever physically abused her.”
It is also made clear in the ‘Motion’ that the email makes highly
inflammatory charges – such as that TT has a “history of being violent” –
without revealing whether that is personal knowledge, rumour or just
calumny. TT was arrested on charges of domestic abuse for slapping a
different woman Nadine Ascencao.” Since when does someone get
arrested for slapping someone? Once again there is no evidence to
support that claim. According to the MSM slanderers “A police report
from July 2009 [yeah ok; publish it then] indicated that he slapped Ms
Ascencao during an argument at their home in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. She called 911 to complain, but although Tsarnaev was
arrested and charged with assault the charges were dropped before
trial.” And: “While Ascencao would not say when she
dated Tsarnaev or for how long [why ever not?], records [what

records? Show us] also show they lived together for a short time at an
apartment on Norfolk Street.” http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2316430/Boston-bomber-Tamerlan-Tsarnaevs-ex-girlfriend-NadineAscencao-says-beat-dressing-like-Westerner.html
http://hollywoodlife.com/2013/04/23/tamerlan-tsarnaev-abuse-violencekatherine-russell-slut-prostitute/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/video/news/video-1007682/Ex-girlfriendalleged-Boston-bomber-speaks-out.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2313484/Boston-bombingsuspect-Tamerlan-Tsarnaevs-ex-girlfriend-Nadine-Ascencaorevealed.html I think Nadine should produce the evidence of her
claims.
If you take a look at the images here
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=Nadine+Ascencao&hl=en&tbm=isch
&imgil=HbUkHmeNnZXCsM%253A%253BCgG5NlIKWfC5zM%253Bhttp
%25253A%25252FH%25252Fdailyentertainmentnews.com%25252Fbre
aking-news%25252Fnadine-ascencaonadine-asceucal-boston-bombertamerlan-tsarnaevs-college-exgirlfriend%25252F&source=iu&pf=m&fir=HbUkHmeNnZXCsM%253A%2
52CCgG5NlIKWfC5zM%252C_&usg=__3aiuqN2QzK5kOnjsWFNfyxoJF
ao%3D&biw=1164&bih=848&ved=0ahUKEwjq5Y2V8NnOAhWBnRQKH
VqlAD0QyjcIKQ&ei=THu9VqPHIG7UtrKgugD#imgrc=HbUkHmeNnZXCsM%3A you find that TT was
arrested in 2009; however as you can see there is scant information
available; most notably, of the text that is there, all of it is readable, bar
the bit typed under ‘Offences’. Is that deliberate obscuring of
information? Scroll down to page 9 of his ‘Petition for Name Change’
https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/USCIS/About%20Us/Electronic
%20Reading%20Room/A-Files%20of%20Interest%20%20Static%20Files/Tamerlan_Tsarnaev.pdf#page=227 and we see that
the ‘outcome’ was “dismissed”. There are also photos of what looks like
Nadine sparring with TT in the gym; however that does not mean that
they were in a relationship. She hasn’t shown any photos of them as a
couple.
And was she required to testify at Jahar’s show trial? Doesn’t look like
it. I guess the Masonic collaborators were protecting her from perjuring
herself too.
P 11: “In 2011 the FBI received a letter from the Russian Federal
Security Service [FSB] regarding TT. Back to that letter; notice the
vagueness. We are not told the specific date of the letter; nor the date it

was received. In the letter the Russian government expressed concern
that he had become radicalised and that he might return to Russia and
join extremist groups there. While lacking compelling derogatory
information on exactly why he posed a threat, the letter contained
detailed biographic information on TT and his mother, including
physical addresses, marital status, online social media profiles, and
discussed his history as a boxer. Yet again, here is more proof – from
the psy-oppers’ very own mouthpieces – there was no real evidence
that TT was a threat.
Considering the fact so many people were affected by the Boston
marathon explosions and its aftermath; the fact that most people
strongly distrust the authorities, if the US government want to go some
way to convince the public that they can be trusted, it is incumbent upon
them now to publish that letter, in full and unredacted. They are also
obliged to publish all the information they say they have with regards to
the two previous occasions that the FBI say Tamerlan came to their
attention. The letter requested that the FBI notify the Russian
government if TT attempted to travel to Russia. Yeah ok. The Russians
were so worried about this terrorist that they couldn’t be arsed checking
if the Americans had even received their letter; let alone make
arrangements to get together to discuss how best to deal with terrorist
Tam. And do the Russian government really need the American
government or any foreign government to warn them about terrorists [or
people who might be thinking about becoming terrorists] possibly
entering their country? Do they not have a good enough passport
control system in place to stop any undesirables setting foot in Russia?
In response to this letter the FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force [JTTF] in
Boston initiated an assessment [notice no date is given stating when the
[cough] assessment started] to determine if TT did indeed pose a
terrorist threat.”
P 12: “In the course of their inquiry, the Boston JTTF checked US
government databases and other information to look for such things as
derogatory telephone communications, possible use of online sites
associated with the promotion of radical activity, associations with other
persons of interest, travel history and plans and education history. The
investigators then interviewed his parents and TT himself. The FBI did
not find any evidence of terrorist activity, and this information was
provided to the Russian government in the summer of 2011. Notice no
details given, and no dates specified. Again, since the American
government have much to do in order to convince a cynical global

population that they are not a bunch of lying thieving evil murderous
criminals, they are now under obligation to publish all their responses to
the Russians.
The unnamed FBI case agent on the Boston JTTF had the no named
Customs and Border Protection [CBP] officer assigned to his unknown
members of his team enter a TECS record in order to provide notification
of Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s international travel. TECS is owned and
managed by CBP which is just another Masonic body and is its principal
law enforcement and anti-terrorism database.”
P 13: “After the FBI’s [cough] assessment of Tamerlan Tsarnaev found
no links to terrorism the Boston JTTF officially closed their assessment
on June 24th 2011. The FBI also requested that the Russian
government provide “more specific or additional information” that would
indicate why [TT] posed a threat. If there really was an assessment that
had closed, there would not be ongoing enquiries. So if there were
requests for more information, the assessment had not closed. Federal
officials have stated that the Russian government did not reply. The
script says that the Russians say there was no follow up from the
Americans. Course if the American government had felt the need to
request information from the Russians, they would not have been
content to have one of their inquiries ignored, let alone three; they would
have telephoned or met up with Russian officials, and discussed the
matter.
Since the American government have been exposed as lying about
knowing the Tsarnaev family; and since it is very evident that the
Tsarnaev brothers were fitted up for crimes they had nothing whatsoever
to do with, I think the government have a duty to the American
taxpaying public to publish – in full and uncensored in any way –
the A-files that they have on all the Tsarnaev family and their
friends.
TT travelled to Russia in January 2012 and returned to the U.S. in July
2012. Federal investigators are still working to piece together details
of his visit, [how difficult can that be since they have dates of travel
which are only 6 months apart?] but FBI officials stationed at the U.S.
embassy in Moscow informed the Committee that before Anzor
Tsarnaev arrived in Russia in May 2012, TT spent time with other family
in Makhachkala. There are conflicting media reports regarding the
amount of time they spent together and the possibility that they may
have travelled to other areas – either to other parts of Dageston or into

warring Chechnya.” Where is the evidence he went to Chechnya? Why
even mention it? This is more innuendo that TT intended joining rebel
fighters. And why would a House Homeland Security Committee even
make reference to a media report, since it is a well known fact that the
media are not a reliable source for factual information? The purpose of
the committee is for them to do their own investigating. In any case,
why would Tamerlan and his family even be in the news? I think the
government should publish all these media reports – just to prove to
us sceptics that this Homeland Security report is the result of a genuine
investigation by a committee, and not a bunch of piss taking lying
bastard masons, in service to the real terrorists, who are busy
making things up on the hoof. This [cough] report is just more
confirmation that the evidence for Tamerlan being this dangerous
jihadist he is painted is about as flimsy to non-existent as it gets.
P 14: “While the facts presently known about TT’s travel do not
indicate that this attack has connections to an external terror
network, they do raise significant questions. Neither do they indicate
that this attack had any connections to Tamerlan either. At least this
report reflects some truth - that TT did not have terrorist contacts, and
neither did he seek any; because if that was not the case the facts
would already be aired in this report. Instead, and as said – repeatedly
- we do not have facts; we have supposition [as is always the case
where dirty dealing freemasons, who are intent on framing someone,
are concerned.] For example, it is possible that TT’s travel provided him
with an opportunity to make contact with militants in the region. Well of
course it’s possible; it doesn’t make it factual. I should imagine it would
be possible for any of us to make contact with militants if we so choose.
This report is supposed to be about FACT FINDING, not more of the
same filthy propaganda. TT also reportedly prayed at the al-Nadira
mosque during his time in Makhachkala. No proof of that even. Writing
for the propaganda rag [ALL news media is propaganda] Wall Street
Journal, Alan Cullison alleges [i.e. not proven] that the mosque’s founder
Kachilaev also aided Zawahiri “during a 1997 trip to Dagestan.” What’s
that got to do with the price of bloody onions? Furthermore some media
accounts report [they do not report; they propagandise] that while in
Dagestan TT made contact with Nidal, a known insurgent in the region,
[evidence please] and perhaps [maybe, maybe not ... with other
unknown, maybe phantom terrorists] others.
Nidal was reportedly a recruiter for Islamist insurgents in Dagestan [so
no proof provided for that either] and some media reporting suggests he
and TT could have met several times in 2012. So some propaganda shit

rags have likely spread some rumour that these two met up possibly
several times during 2012. But there’s no evidence that any news
outlets reported this during the time Tamerlan was in Russia; let
alone any evidence that Tamerlan met with Nidal even once.
Though on the run from Russian authorities during much of TT’s time in
Dagestan, a former unknown Russian investigator familiar with Nidal
[where’s the evidence for that please?] noted ??? that he would probably
not have been afraid to emerge from hiding and that the two could have
met. Spoken like a fukkin piss takin mason. So Tamerlan could have
met a guy who might have been a recruiter for Islamist insurgents, who
was alleged to be on the run ...
Notice the end of page references to media reports; they’re all dated
after the Marathon bombings. Where are the media articles about
Tamerlan prior to April 15th 2013? Where are the news reports covering
the period that Tamerlan was in Russia during the first half of 2012?
In January 2014 Chairman McCaul and Representative William
Keating travelled to Russia on a jolly junket, paid for by the long
suffering American taxpayers and met with investigative journalists
[propaganda merchants; unless I see evidence to the contrary] who had
spent time in Makhachkala, Dagestan, looking into TT’s time there. So
who are these journalists, and where are their news reports from
the period covering the time Tamerlan visited Russia??? These
sources [who? Name them] reported that he had attempted to join the
Chechen fighters, [evidence please] and met with Nidal [evidence
please]. These sources further allege [at least the Chair and Keating
admit that these claims are all just allegations; that there are no hard
facts] that TT was rejected by these groups. What groups?
So McCaul and Keating met with unknown people who call themselves
‘investigative journalists’ but who can only make allegations. Where are
the details/reports/recordings of these meetings with journos???
However according to briefings that will remain private because they
don’t exist provided to Committee staff [these piss takers can’t even
name their own members that they want us to believe took these
briefings!] by unknown officials at the U.S. embassy in Moscow, official
investigators who will remain anonymous. [And what is an official
investigator anyway?] have uncovered no evidence of such a
relationship between Tamerlan and Nidal. And yet again, READ
THAT AGAIN FOLKS - there was no evidence of any association
between Tam and an alleged terrorist. So what was the point in telling

us the above load of old bollox? Woops, forgot; it was all about sowing
the seeds of propaganda. Furthermore, unidentified investigators have
determined TT likely did not attempt “go into the forest” – a
euphemism for to joining Chechen rebel groups.” So that sounds pretty
definite then; TT didn’t try to join those rebel fighters. Are you people
paying attention? The House Homeland Security committee are
telling us that Tamerlan Tsarnaev didn’t try to join any insurgents; he
didn’t have any links with terrorists... It is documented in court papers
that the Government had no information concerning any reports of
him being an extremist. FOLKS, HE WASN’T A BLOODY
TERRORIST, AND HE WASN’T PLANNING TO BECOME ONE.
P 15: “According to at least one Russian media report [piece of
propaganda] TT has also been linked to Canadian extremist Plotnikov.
Writing for the Russian paper Novaya Gazzetta journalist [propaganda
mouthpiece for the Russian State] Irina Gordienko alleges that Russian
authorities were first alerted to TT after finding evidence of “frequent
contacts” between the two on Plotnikov’s computer. Once again, it’s
just an allegation; no facts; no evidence – no official documentation or
anything else to back up this claim. And as usual, there is nothing to
show that this was even ever reported anywhere before the marathon
explosions occurred. And notice the usual vagueness; why doesn’t this
Russian journalist give us some details, for example, the date that the
Russian authorities supposedly first became aware that Tamerlan was a
terrorist threat; the number of [and dates of] email or other exchanges
between Tam and Plotnikov; the sort of things that were being discussed
between the two ...
FBI Officials who will remain anonymous in Moscow indicated that
electronic communication [notice the vagueness; why don’t they just
say ‘emails’?] between the two may have been or may not have been
collected. There is then a redacted line. These officials also reported
that investigators have determined it is unlikely the two met face to face
[so how did they know that?] while TT was in Dagestan. If it was true
that Tamerlan had been in communications with Plotnikov, the evidence
for that would be in this ‘report’. The committee would have been
able to give us details of all emails or other communications
between the two. And if they couldn’t due to lack of cooperation by
the FBI, they would have stated so.
If this committee was genuine we would not be continually
subjected to this sort of woolly language, constant obfuscation and
ambiguity.

While the many specific details of TT’s radicalization remain
somewhat vague [exactly; case closed] some known details begin to
paint a picture [pictures are no bloody good; we need hard evidence].
A YouTube account under his name showed that he viewed multiple
Russian-language videos on Islam [and?] and even compiled playlists of
jihadi videos. The rest of the page is about videos he allegedly viewed.
So frikkin what. That doesn’t mean he had any intention of becoming a
jihadist. His family insist he was not a religious fanatic. In this video
https://www.rt.com/news/tamerlan-tsarnaev-relative-boston-160/
Tamerlan’s aunt Patimat Suleimanova says he was not a religious
fanatic; he was just curious about religion, and interested in Islam.
According to the propaganda whores “Boston Marathon bombing
suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev "vaguely discussed" jihad during a 2011
phone conversation with his mother, according to an unidentified U.S.
official who described the recording to the Associated Presstitutes. The
call, taped by a Russian government agency that shall remain nameless,
reportedly did not include any mention of a plot inside the U.S. The
recording is among data recently sent by the Russian Federal Security
Service, or FSB, to the FBI to aid its investigation of the Boston
Marathon bombings.” Course, that recording will never see the light of
day. It probably doesn’t exist. And even if it does, all it proves is that he
had ‘vaguely discussed’ jihad. So What?
http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2013/04/28/179611079/tamerlan-tsarnaev-spoke-of-jihad-withmother-reports-say
One thing is certain, there is absolutely no evidence that Tamerlan
Tsarnaev had anything to do with the Boston marathon explosions,
or that he shot and killed Sean Collier, or that he kidnapped a chink
and stole his SUV or that he shot at policemen ...
He was however very well known to the American and Russian
governments. Why? The Boston marathon bombing was carefully premeditated and planned – with the collusion and co-operation of both
countries. Whoever was behind it needed a lot of time to set up patsies.
They needed to choose their patsies carefully and they needed to know
these victims and their families very well. Who knows whether Tamerlan
was an FBI informant, or whether the FBI were harassing/trying to entice
him to work for them. His mother Zubeidat says she was suspicious of
the constant FBI surveillance her family was subjected to over the
years. She says FBI agents told her Tamerlan was a nice, intelligent

boy; a strong boy; a leader, and they asked her if he could get involved
with any radical organisation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdoTsiSk7Yc&nohtml5=False It is
likely that Tam was working for them; after all in order for the criminal
conspirators to frame the Tsarnaevs it was necessary for them both to
be at the marathon that day. My guess is Tamerlan told little bro to wait
for him by the Forum restaurant for a few mins while he had something
to attend to elsewhere. As for the first bomb, we don’t even know if
Tamerlan was actually standing in the vicinity of that blast as there is no
real evidence of that. We’ll probably never know what really caused
those explosions [they may or may not have been caused by pressure
cooker bombs] or who caused them. One thing is certain, even if Tam
was told [by an FBI handler] to be at the marathon that day [and to bring
Jahar with him] that does not prove he carried a bomb or detonated
one, or that he even knew that there would be two deadly
explosions on Boylston St that day. Likewise there is no evidence
that Jahar carried a bomb, detonated one or even knew there would
be two deadly explosions on Boylston St that day.
One playlist included a video since deleted [was it ever there in the first
place?] entitled ‘Rabbanikaly ...’ That name is reportedly [once again it’s
not a fact, just an allegation] the alias of the Dagestani terrorist
Dolgatov.”
According to that great bastion of truth CNN: “Soon after returning from
a long visit to Russia, Tsarnaev creates a YouTube channel with links to
a number of videos. Two videos under a category labeled
"Terrorists" have since been deleted. It's not clear when or by
whom. So where did CNN source that info? Did they just notice these
vids were there one minute and gone the next? Looks like it’s not clear
whether any ‘terrorist’ video was ever on Tamerlan’s YouTube channel
in the first place.
Tsarnaev also appears to have posted and then removed a video of a
militant named Abu Dujana, a jihadist leader who was later killed by
Russian troops.” http://edition.cnn.com/2013/04/21/us/tamerlantsarnaev-timeline/ Appears to have. So yet again no real evidence of
anything Tamerlan is accused of; just a lot of baseless accusations,
which have been spread far and wide by the MSM NWO
gatekeepers.

P 16: “There is no evidence that TT and Dolgatov met, however it
appears TT was intrigued by the jihadist rebels [evidence please] in the
Caucasus and perhaps inspired [perhaps not] by their general ideology.
Tsarnaev family members allege [who alleges?] that a man known as
‘Misha’ further shaped TT’s views, although unknown investigators have
dismissed that Misha played a role in this attack. The real murderers
and their protectors can’t have anyone else complicating matters and
buggering up the script – it’s solely the Tsarnaev brothers whodunit; you
understand. A man claiming to be Misha insists that while he knew TT
in 2009 he was not influential in his alleged radicalization. So who the
fuck is Misha? Well we only have ‘information’ from the Masonic pisstakers in power, via their media lapdogs. If Misha is indeed saying what
he is quoted as saying, he is just another lying piece of shit. I quote
from the ‘NYR Daily’: “Allakhverdov said he had known Tamerlan in
Boston, where he lived until about three years ago, and has not had any
contact with him since. He declined to describe the nature of his
acquaintance with Tamerlan or the Tsarnaev family, [why?] but said he
had never met the family members who are now accusing him of
radicalizing Tamerlan. So who is accusing him of radicalizing TT? It
seems only uncle Ruslan Tsarni. He’s the one who called his nephews
‘losers’ and who told Jahar to turn himself in and ask for forgiveness, on
the same day Jahar was ‘found’, close to death; when Tsarni could not
have known at that stage whether or not Jahar or Tamerlan were guilty
of bombing the marathon.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=by_CJrD7r_c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZ3XV0fOhRs Elmirza Khozhugov
says maybe Misha suggested to him some radical ideas [that’s
conveniently vague!] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sc1xPBj9A80
He is the ex-husband of Tamerlan's and Jahar’s sister Ailina. He is also
the brother of Ruslan’s wife. Zubeidat saw Misha as a good Muslim, not
a radicalizer. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyzkiHUPJNo
He also confirmed he had been interviewed by the FBI and that he has
cooperated with the investigation: I’ve been cooperating entirely with the
FBI. I gave them my computer and my phone and everything I wanted to
show I haven’t done anything. And they said they are about to return
them to me. And the [unnamed] agents who talked told me they are
about to close my case. My arse. Misha, nor anyone else was
investigated. The FBI know who bombed the marathon. They’re part of
the conspiracy. They know it wasn’t the Tsarnaev brothers. The
Masonic controlled media poodles just parrot the line that he was
investigated; and cleared. An unknown FBI spokesman in Boston
declined to comment on an ongoing stitch up case. No-one from the

FBI was asked to comment. That’s just more pretence. Allakhverdov’s
statements, however, seemed to bear out recent reports [what reports?]
that the FBI have not found any connection between “Misha” and the
bomb plot.” And if there was a connection, we most certainly would
not know about it.
In a public statement, the Islamic Society of Boston Cultural Centre
reported that TT attended prayers at this mosque from time to time. On
multiple occasions he engaged in shouting matches with preachers at
the mosque, and was asked to leave. These disputes allegedly arose
from Tamerlan accusing the preacher of being a non-believer and
“hypocrite” who was “contaminating people’s minds” for encouraging
worshippers to celebrate American holidays.” Perhaps Tamerlan had
good reason to pick a fight with these preachers; maybe his accusations
are true. According to CNN there were only two occasions [not multiple
ones] - on 16/11/2012 and 18/1/13 - when he challenged a preacher.
He argued his viewpoint and left. No-one needed to throw him out. He
wasn’t banned. CNN say: “At future prayers, he is quiet.”
http://edition.cnn.com/2013/04/21/us/tamerlan-tsarnaev-timeline/
Anwar Kazmi, a member of the mosque's board of trustees, talks only of
the ‘Martin Luther King’ 18/1/13 incident.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2313270/Tamerlan-TsarnaevBoston-bombers-rants-mosque-non-Muslim-holidays-non-believer-MLKJr.html
P 17: “... the attack resulted in three deaths and approximately 260
injuries. That figure seems a tad exaggerated. From all the footage
published, there seems nowhere near that amount of people injured.
Initial reports suggested possible additional explosives, in particular at
the JFK library, but those reports were ultimately deemed inaccurate.
What is meant by ‘initial reports’? Presumably ‘news’ media reports.
Why is this even mentioned in this report since it was not based on
anything but mere rumour? Scrap that; I’ve already answered it.
Shortly after the attack, the Boston Police Department [BPD] detained a
Saudi National who was reportedly behaving suspiciously near the site
of the explosions. The Saudi is Abdulrahman Ali Alharbi
http://theislamicmonthly.com/exclusive-interview-with-the-saudi-manfrom-boston/ Who accused him of behaving suspiciously? What
‘suspicious’ things was he doing? This individual was questioned for
nearly five hours and voluntarily allowed BPD officers, as well as FBI
and Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives [ATF] agents
to search his apartment. Why do we need to know all this? Although his

actions and the resulting questioning led to speculation [by who, and
why?] regarding his involvement, the Saudi national was later confirmed
by BPD not to be a suspect.” And guess the source of this ‘information’
... The Boston Herald. And I’ll ask again, who do the Boston Herald,
and all ‘news’ outlets, work for? I’ll repeat it - again and again – they
work for the real terrorists; the ones who bombed the marathon, and
who killed Collier, and Tamerlan, and who shot Dic Donohue, and who
framed Jahar ... Once again this story about the Saudi is not factual, it is
speculative. Why is it being regurgitated in this ‘investigative’ report?
I’ll ask again, why is anything other than the facts being published
in this Homeland Security ‘investigative’ report? Why are all the
committee’s sources thus far from the ‘news’ media? Those
sources are provably deliberately inaccurate and unreliable. This
Homeland Security committee is supposed to be finding out and
reporting on the facts, not repeating rumour and speculation.
I’ll answer my own questions. The Boston marathon bombing [and
related events that we’re told happened] is a PSYCHOLOGICAL
OPERATION. It is PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE. It was planned and
executed by the Illuminati/Masonic elite. Please read the first few pages
of my ‘BB Psy-Op’ pdf to really grasp this. The ‘suspicious’ Saudi [I’ll call
him Abdul] was just another red herring put out by the real terrorists via
their media lackeys to enable the cointelpro network to divert you from
ever finding the right rabbit hole to burrow down. Remember in all psyops there are many conspiracy theories which are actually red herrings
designed to send the genuine armchair sleuths looking into the official
narrative down the wrong path. This way the people behind these
atrocities are able to keep the vast majority believing their fiction, whilst
keeping the ‘tin foil hats’ away from finding out the real truth.
The more red herrings they can throw at you the more successful their
psy-op. If the marathon bombing was not a psy-op but was a terrorist
attack committed by people who have nothing to do with the government
[or more accurately freemasonry] do you think Abdul would have got a
mention in the newspapers? Of course not; he would have been
investigated as a possible suspect, but there would have been no
publicity. Always remember, anything that is in the ‘news’ media [other
than ‘unimportant’ news, such as celebrity stuff, sport, entertainment etc]
is there only on the approval of establishment freemasons, as part of
the NWO agenda.

I’ll just add that the pys-oppers write the script as events unfold, while all
the time looking for opportunities for furtherance. Hence why someone
like Abdul may be completely innocent and genuine, as I think he is [as
opposed to being ‘in’ on the charade i.e. a Masonic puppet.]
P 18: “Immediately following the explosion the FBI, Massachusetts State
Police [MSP], local police, and ATF began to make it look as if they were
investigating the attack. At 4:50 pm The Federal Aviation Administration
[FAA] issued a ground stop for Boston Logan International Airport, and
restricted the airspace over the site of the explosion. Concurrently
investigators examined video and photographs of the marathon route
from before, during and after the bombing. Doesn’t it just grind your
gears that all your hard earned taxes are paying for this shower? It’s
just jobs for the boys, don’t ya know. And where did our intrepid
investigating committee garner that revelationary information? Well from
the newspapers of course.
Days into the pretend investigation, Fed thugs calling themselves
investigators said that they had identified video evidence of the two
totally innocent young men they were told to label suspects they had to
claim that they believed responsible, and eventually had to pretend that
they had turned to the public in an effort to pinpoint the identities of the
unknown individuals. By the time this committee of idiots got on with
pretending to investigate their paymasters it was public knowledge that
the FBI knew the identity of the Tsarnaevs, so why would they expose
themselves as complete imbeciles by regurgitating that well known
lie? I’ll answer that too. They are not acting independently; they are
mouthpieces for the psy-oppers, and therefore have no choice but to
publish what the Masonic master orders. I’ve said it many times, when
you sell out to the masons, you have to say and do what is expected of
you; and if that means you looking a complete tool or arsehole; so be it.
At 5:10 pm on Thursday 18th April 2013 investigators [phonies] released
pictures of the two they were told to label suspects later said they had
identified as the Tsarnaev brothers. This touched on what the piss
takers in power pretended was a day-long man hunt and Boston area
citizens were later asked [obliged] to remain in their homes throughout
the following day. The FBI’s special agent in charge [SAC] Richard
Deslauriers a most despicable creature, lied his head off when he
warned the public that the two innocent men labelled suspects were
considered to be armed and extremely dangerous. Around 10:30 pm on
April 18th Massachusetts Institute of Technology [MIT] campus police
officer Sean Collier was found with multiple gunshot wounds and
pronounced dead at Massachusetts General Hospital. He had been

murdered by the evil bastards who pull the strings of this brown nosed
committee of cowards. Investigators [fawning cowardly liars] were told
to say that they believe that the Tsarnaev brothers killed Officer Collier in
order to steal his gun.”
P 19: “Officers of the Watertown Police Department [WPD] approached
the vehicle unaware that the suspects in the car theft were also the
bombers. Not that they were the bombers, and not that they [or anyone
else] stole the chink’s car; but let’s not worry about that right now. Back
to the script. We’re told two armed and extremely dangerous terrorists
are on the run after having caused carnage at the marathon three days
prior. Police are naturally on high alert. A call comes in from a
desperate chink who reports that he’s just been carjacked, held hostage,
and taken on a terror ride at gunpoint. Now, what did Dun Meng tell the
police? Check out the surveillance video exh 752.mov At 2:20 mins we
hear him saying, “They said they did the marathon explosion.”
Whoopsies. So, um, did the police just forget to inform the WPD?
The suspects threw improvised explosives, including pipe bombs and
pressure cooker bombs from their vehicle. That is not corroborated by
any of the pigs or ‘eyewitnesses’. Neither is there any mention of bombs
being chucked out of a car by Middlesex District Attorney Marian Ryan in
her detailed ‘report’ [crock of shit]; or even by Weinreb. Nor is it stated
in the indictment. So how did the Homeland Security investigatory team
determine this? They read it in the Daily Mail, of course, under the title
‘They hurled a pressure cooker bomb as a decoy’.
Some accounts suggest that TT may also have been dragged a short
distance by his brother’s allegedly stolen vehicle.” So who is saying that
Tamerlan may have been dragged by Jahar’s allegedly stolen car? And
where is the evidence for that? So Tamerlan may have been dragged
by someone else’s car ...
P 20: “Several weeks after the bombing when the masons realised the
public weren’t buying their shite and they had to come up with even
more outrageous lies about Jahar which would be dutifully disseminated
by several media outlets [Masonic run lying scum] who reported that a
handwritten note had been scrawled on the interior of the boat by their
Masonic paymasters – the real terrorists ... This note allegedly referred
to the victims of the marathon bombings as ‘collateral damage’ and
attempted to justify the attacks ...

Additionally Dzhokhar reportedly confirmed to investigators during
questioning that he and his brother at one point intended to drive to New
York City and detonate their explosives in Times Square. Reportedly
confirmed? Huh? Isn’t the idea of this investigation committee to find
out the facts i.e did he or didn’t he tell the FBI thugs that he and TT
intended to bomb New York? Er I think I answered that too already.
Fortunately their shoot out with local authorities which we on the
Homeland Security committee, otherwise known as a bunch of
arsewipes, know is a completely fabricated account; but since we earn
our bread and butter continuing the pretence, and because we’re too
cowardly to rock the boat, we’ll continue to stay silent on the matter
prevented this from being possible.”
P 21: “On Wednesday May 1st 2013, investigators [lickspittle lackeys]
announced the arrest of three additional persons associated with
Dzhokar Tsarnaev. One of the individuals Robel Philipos has been
charged with lying to investigators. Just give me a few moments while I
pick my jaw up from the floor. These bastard masons just keep taking
hypocrisy to new levels; don’t they? I can’t wait for the day ALL the
criminals involved in this humongous conspiracy [including the
Homeland Security Committee dirt bags] get charged with lying, being
accessories to murder, perjury, libel, perverting justice, corruption ...
Two others Azamat Tazhayakov and Dias kadyrbayev are citizens of
Kazakhstan who had come to the United States to attend school. The
two are accused of disposing of a backpack and a laptop belonging to
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev.
I have quite a bit to say about how both Jahar’s and Tamerlan’s friends
have also suffered abominably unjust treatment, and will be doing a pdf
on that in due course. For now you can have a taster in my pdf on The
Jansport Backpack
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_JANSPORT_BACKPACK.php
Another individual Ibragim Todashev, was questioned by authorities
multiple times for his connection with Tamerlan Tsarnaev, under
suspicion the two of them may have committed a triple homicide on
September 11th 2011. The crime took place on the tenth anniversary
of the 9/11 terror attacks. Symbolic or what! While being questioned
Ibragim Todashev was shot and killed when he reportedly attacked FBI
investigators.
The bodies of Brendan Mess, Erik Weismann, and Raphael Teken were
discovered in three different rooms of Mess’ apartment on the morning

of September 12th 2011, with their throats slit, and covered in marijuana
and cash. The three were all involved in martial arts, and Tamerlan
once reportedly described Brendan as his ‘best friend’.
Todashev is reported to have been friends with Tamerlan. Uncertainty
still surrounds public accounts of the 2011 murder yet Todashev
reportedly acknowledged he and Tamerlan were responsible shortly
before his death.” Well it does not look like that is true as the FBI are
refusing to publish the recordings of his interview, or the statement
Todashev was allegedly writing.
As said I will have to leave Ibragim Todashev to another day too.
For now, take a look at the court transcript
‘ACLU sue Carmen Ortiz and related others 04/10/2014’
http://thebostonmarathonbombings.weebly.com/official-documentrepository-older-documents.html I copy/paste some of it, and comment
in red, as always.
“Ibragim Todashev was shot and killed while reportedly being
questioned by a “Massachusetts Investigative Team” comprised of a
Boston FBI Special Agent and two Massachusetts State Police
Troopers, at least one of whom may have been assigned to the JTTF.
Not that it matters if any of them were assigned to the JTTF, all of them
answer to the same Masonic master. The Team reportedly
questioned Todashev about a September 2011 triple homicide in
Waltham, Massachusetts, and about the April 2013 bombings at the
Boston Marathon
There have been conflicting media reports about Todashev’s death all of
which is propaganda, put out by the Masonic machine, many of which
cited anonymous - obviously law enforcement sources. Meanwhile, the
government’s public statements about the shooting have been
conclusory and unsupported by any meaningful disclosure of
documents.
For example, on March 25, 2014, the U.S. Department of inJustice’s
pretend Civil Rights Division released a “Report on the Death of Ibragim
Todashev,” which concluded that “the evidence does not reveal a
violation of federal criminal civil rights statutes or warrant further
federal criminal investigation.” It warrants a criminal investigation by
virtuous investigators i.e. people who do not belong to any secret
society, and who are UNAFRAID TO CHALLENGE THE MASONIC

SHADOW AUTHORITY. Yet this 16-page report disclosed only one
document: a drawing of the first floor of Todashev’s apartment. That
report is here
https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.documentcloud.org/documents/1096593/c
ivil-rights-division-todashev-report.pdf Curiously it is unsigned, and we
have no idea who the author is. As said I’ll comment on that and will
research the Todashev murder when I get the time to really get my teeth
into it.
The public and the media have posed serious questions about whether
the killing of Todashev was justified. The media pretend to question the
killing, since they answer to the same Masonic authority as the Feds.
Just as important, and even if deadly force was justified, the public and
the media [who are just pretending] have raised concerns about the
overall transparency, functioning, and oversight of the agencies involved
in the investigation. We will always have problems with transparency,
functioning and oversight of all government agencies because they are
all beholden to the same higher power, which is secret because it is
evil. That will remain the case until people lose the fear, trust in God,
and challenge the evildoers who serve the satanic secret societies.
Those broader questions do not intrude on any investigation. And they
are crucially important. They are important, but they will never be
answered whilst the Masonic mafia are in power.
To put it mildly, the government’s disclosure of a 16-page report,
supported by only a single drawing, does not answer the public’s
questions about the Massachusetts JTTF in general or about its
involvement with Todashev in particular.
In December 2013, the American Civil Liberties Union Foundation of
Massachusetts (“ACLUM”) https://aclum.org/ submitted FOIA requests
to defendants Masonic controlled Carmen M. Ortiz and the Masonic
controlled FBI seeking documents that would shed light [we live in hope!]
on these secretive Masonic government practices. The Requests
sought documents relating to (1) the structure of the Massachusetts
JTTF (2) the types and numbers of investigations and assessments
done by the Boston FBI Field Office; and (3) the FBI’s involvement with
Ibragim Todashev.
The FBI denied the Todashev Request and has yet to provide
records responsive to the other Requests. The U.S. Attorney has
not responded to the Requests at all. Well surprise serfuckingprise.

ACLUM is entitled to the timely release of the requested records. That
may be so, but it aint ever going to happen whilst freemasons are in
control. What are ACLUM going to do about that? I can answer that
question too – sweet fuck all. Why? Cos they too are a bunch of
pretenders; in sweet servitude to the Masonic beast. Without even
looking into who’s funding this well organised outfit, you only have to see
who is staffing it https://aclum.org/about/staff-advocates/ Anyone who is
genuinely fighting for truth and justice does not have any staff. Prove
me wrong ACLUM; all you have to do is endorse my work in my pdf on
the BB psy-op.
These records will contribute significantly to the public’s
understanding of how the Massachusetts JTTF functions and the
government’s involvement in the death of Ibragim Todashev. The
freemasons will move hell and high water to prevent the public
understanding who is really in power - who controls every body of
authority; how evil their deeds are, and how they get away with their
crimes.
For more than three decades, the piss taking thieving Satan-serving
federal government has told us they have implemented programs to
enhance coordination between federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies all of whom are controlled by the same Masonic
puppeteer in the form of Joint Terrorism Task Forces (“JTTFs”). That
translates to more pseudo jobs for the boys; all paid for by the long
suffering slaves [American public.] You don’t need programs to enhance
coordination between such agencies; you just need to get the Masonic
mafia out. Whilst those bastards are allowed to get away with hijacking
governments, government agencies, and whatever the fuck they want,
there will be a never ending number of programs [and/or projects] – all
paid for out of Joe Public’s purse. Do you suppose a company would
get away with such practices? They’d be out of business in no time.
Another lying toad U.S. Representative Michael McCaul, who will
almost certainly be a very high level scumbag mason, chairman of the
sham House Homeland Security Committee commented that a failure to
share information between agencies may have contributed to the
Boston Marathon bombings. “My fear is that the Boston bombers
may have succeeded because our system failed,” Rep. McCaul said.”
The Boston bombers succeeded because of evil cowards like him who
can be trusted to defend official story lies. His only fear is of the
American populace getting wind of the fact he is just another morally

depraved hypocrite; just another trusted loyal and well rewarded
defender of the real murderous terrorists.
McCaul, just like all the pathetic Masonic lackeys, are hoping that they
can placate the public with this ‘system failure’ line long enough to stave
off any serious challenge to their fiefdom.
Back to the ‘Homeland Security’ bogus investigation. This is how the
game is played:
P 23 [under the title ‘oversight’ [are you grasping this peeps; the
bastards who caused the marathon explosions are calling the failure to
catch the bombers – themselves – an ‘oversight’. You really couldn’t
make this shit up]]: “On April 20th 2013 the committee say that they sent
the first of several letters to the FBI, DHS and the ODNI in response to
the death of Tamerlan Tsarnaev and the public announcement that he
and his brother were suspects in the Boston bombing investigation.
Whether they did or didn’t send any letters matters not a jot. This letter
we’re told requested “all information and records” relating to TT held by
the US Government. Again on April 27th 2013 the committee, pretending
to be doing all they could to bring the big bad FBI to heel, sent the same
three Federal agencies a detailed series of questions re TT’s history. In
early May the committee of fakes received a response from the
unnamed legislative affairs representatives [turds] from FBI, DHS and
DNI indicating those agencies would not provide answers to the
committee. Intent to move forward in this investigation [charade]
however, the committee convened its first show of a hearing on the
Boston marathon bombings to hear from local law enforcement officials
of Boston and the Commonwealth [yeah the common wealth of the
Masonic piss taking shit bags in power] of Massachusetts, as well as
other experts all of whom I’ve exposed in my pdf on the BB psy-op as
utterly corrupt vile liars.
These smug bastards will continue to collect their big fat pay cheques
[courtesy of the long suffering American tax payers], and will continue to
live their comfortable life-styles engaging in phoney hearings; having
enjoyable meetings, and exchanging sham letters [or pretending to] with
others in the funny handshake club; pretending to be seeking answers,
whilst all the time pretending to be fighting in opposing teams.
It was argued we’re told, by a bunch of frauds in a May 5th 2013
response that may or may not have occurred; who cares? to the
committee that these meetings which may or may not have happened,

and is immaterial and a waste of taxpayer’s money anyway, and some
brief phone conversations which may or may not have happened; who
cares? between the committee of clowns and senior unknown FBI,
should be considered enough to satisfy the committee’s mock enquiry.
However there remained significant gaps in the information supplied,
and notes of these meetings were never made available for review or
verification. Not that it matters what was or wasn’t made available to a
bunch of fraudsters, who are all in on the fun and games that they’re
all paid handsomely to partake in. In mid June 2013 DHS provided
briefings at length to answer the committee’s questions. The FBI
declined to participate. On June 12th 2013 the committee continued
the pretence and extended a formal invitation to their brethren in the FBI,
DHS and NTCT to provide official testimony on the bombings knowing
full well that the names of the real murderous bastards behind the
marathon carnage would remain a very well kept secret. The FBI we’re
told again took the piss and declined citing any old excuse about the
ongoing prosecution [travesty] of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. On July 3rd
2013 the FBI apparently [what does it matter if they did or didn’t, since
it’s all a disgusting pretence?] wrote the committee to reiterate their
refusal to satisfy the committee’s pretend inquiry. Despite the fact
we committee of tricksters say that the letter’s assertion that briefing the
committee could damage the FBI’s fraudulent investigation i.e. stitch up
and prosecution of Dzhokhar who we on the committee know is
completely innocent, the committee’s pretend requests have
focussed on information pertaining to Tamerlan, not Dzhokhar.
Further we’ll play along with the idea that this letter [which may or may
not exist – who gives a fuck] attempted to argue that the FBI’s
interpretation of congressional jurisdiction released them from
their obligation to answer the committee’s questions.” That is
Masonic speak for “fuck you” – from the FBI and their chums on the
committee of frauds.
P 24: “However in September and October 2013 during a series of
meetings with their committee friends, FBI officials indicated a
willingness to “reset” relations [ferfuck’s sake; there really is no end to
the complete bollox that these degenerates come out with, is there!] and
begin cooperating with the committee’s investigation. You can read the
rest of that load of old BS at your peril. I can’t be arsed typing it all up.
The 9/11 commission [another bunch of total lying frauds] urged a ‘unity
of effort in the congress’; that congress should create a single,
principle point of oversight an review for the pretence of homeland
security which means security for establishment poodles only. This call

was answered in part when the committee was established as a
standing committee [standing joke].
How long are the good people of America willing to tolerate the
criminals in congress???
P 25 [under the title ‘Findings and Recommendations’ [oh God; I feel a
wave of nausea coming on again]]: “On May 9th 2013 another filthy lying
pathetic bum sucker BPD Commissioner Edward Davis engaged in
buck passing pretence when he testified before the Committee that
neither he nor the wider Boston Police Department were alerted to
the potential threat that TT posed [not that Tamerlan was ever a
potential threat] either before, during or after the Boston JTTF’s 2011
assessment [which didn’t happen] of TT:
Chairman McCaul. Before the bombing were you aware that based on
this Russian Intelligence, the FBI opened an investigation into
Tamerlan? Not that they did [and not that there was any Russian
Intelligence]; but let’s go along with the script.
Commissioner Davies. We were not aware of that.
Chairman McCaul. Before the bombing were you aware that Mr.
Tamerlan travelled to the Chechen region?
Commissioner Davies. No, we were not.
Well at least we have confirmation from the Boston Police Department
commissioner himself, that there was no investigation of Tamerlan.
The BPD had officers assigned to the Boston JTTF. However
existing agreements between the FBI and partner agencies required
FBI approval [my arse. I’ll tell you this folks, if you or I – i.e. folk who
are not controlled by freemasonry or any other secret society - were
suspect terrorists, do you think anyone would need the FBI’s approval or
anyone else’s approval to share information???] before Task Force
Officers [TFOs] could share information with their parent agencies. We
are being told that even though the BPD had officers assigned to the
Boston JTTF, FBI approval was required before information could be
shared. And this most vital of loopholes wasn’t closed post 9/11?
The Committee has found similar prohibitions on sharing information
across the country. In fact, this requirement is a staple of the
Memoranda of Understanding [MOUs] signed between the FBI and other
Federal, State and local entities that are assigning personnel to a JTTF.
Well you can bet your bottom dollar that if a suspect terrorist or any
criminal was not part of a psy-op [whether being a victim of it, as in the

Tsarnaev brothers, or being ‘in’ on it] there would be no problems
whatsoever with information sharing. Put it this way, if you or I i.e. folk
who have no allegiance whatsoever to freemasonry or any secret
society intended to become terrorists, there would be no such
Memoranda of Understanding then. That is, of course, if we weren’t
the ones being set up as patsies!
Though Commissioner Davis raised these concerns, [Davis’ only
concerns are that the public will cotton on to the huge role he plays in
this filthy psy-op] it should be noted that he also stated the BPD may not
have done anything differently based on the reporting of the Russian
government.” Then the prick has just admitted that his idea of policing is
to protect the criminals in power, not the Bostonians!
Incidentally at the bottom of p 25 is a reference to
http://www.cq.com/doc/congressionaltranscripts-4272296 however when
you click on that link, you get this message:

Login
Username
Password

Remember me Forgot Password?
Login

But there is no facility in which to get a password; which means we’re
not privy to those transcripts. Wonder why!
So commissioner Davis wants you to believe he’s with the Russians,
blaming the big bad FBI. Well if this wasn’t a psy-op i.e. a massive
pretence for public consumption, it would surely have buggered up
his close relationship with them. According to his testimony
http://docs.house.gov/meetings/HM/HM00/20130509/100785/HHRG113-HM00-Wstate-DavisE-20130509.pdf “The Boston Police

Department for many years has enjoyed long‐standing professional
and personal relationships that helped facilitate effective
collaboration during this case. For example, within moments of my
receiving notification from my officers about the two explosions at
the finish line, I contacted my colleague, Special Agent in Charge of
the FBI Boston Office Richard DesLauriers [as said, another
spineless and nefarious little man] and shared all of the information I had
at the time. And what information might that be ya lying smug twat? He
immediately began to deploy resources to assist us.”
Davis further exposes himself as degenerate filth when he continues to
parrot the Masonic script; going on to say: “The community played a
critical role in this fight against terrorism. The public are the only hope
we have in the fight against terrorism [and by that I mean the terrorists
in power]; we just have to wake the buggers up to that fact. In
Watertown, despite heavy police presence for more than 12 hours, and
a house by house search in a twenty block perimeter for one of the two
suspects, it was the critical observation of a neighbor that something
was amiss in his backyard that led to the capture of one of the
bombers. In Boston, it was the cooperation of the owners of the Forum
Restaurant whose video cameras led to the identification of the two
terrorists. It was the cooperation of the people of Boston, Watertown,
and several other neighboring communities who voluntarily [thought it
was compulsory] assisted our police departments by staying indoors
during this protracted manhunt that led to the safe resolution of the
capture.”
And have you noticed the scheming scumbag is blatantly furthering the
Police State agenda – he’s trying to kid you that he wants to protect you
from the terrorists; what he’s actually doing is protecting the terrorists.
Here are the words of the devil: “I come before you today to ask for
continued investments in infrastructure that would aid in our
policing efforts. In the case of the Boston Marathon bombings, we had
to rely almost exclusively on the support of our business partners to
provide critical video surveillance along the finish line. The information
helped us identify and catch these two terrorists. I strongly support the
enhanced ability to monitor public places. This monitoring, which
been upheld by the United States Supreme Court, violates no
Constitutionally protected rights but gives police the ability to
investigate and effectively prosecute. Images from cameras do not
lie. They do not forget. They can be viewed by a jury as evidence of
what occurred. These efforts are not intended to chill or stifle free
speech, but rather to protect the integrity and freedom of that speech

and to protect the rights of victims and suspects alike. I also encourage
the federal government to continue the important funding for the
hiring of police officers as well as intelligence analysts, who are
needed for both the prevention of further crimes as well as to respond to
incidents such as this one.” The bastard wants to spend more of your
hard earned taxes on monitoring you, and on hiring more of the same
type of lying cowardly police officers and FBI agents that conspired to
hang the totally innocent Jahar.
He ends with a vow to continue lying and deceiving in servitude of Satan
and his NWO slavery agenda: “Patriots Day 2013, and indeed, the
ensuing days that saw the largest manhunt in the history of New
England unfold across several of our communities, changed us all
forever. It is my fervent hope that we can maintain our freedom, and
protect our fundamental values and at the same time, harden our
resolve to discourage and thwart extremists like the two who tried
and failed to change our way of life. The extremists that he is
referring to that he wants to thwart are the people who genuinely value
and fight for freedom.
I want to thank fellow crooks Governor Deval Patrick and Boston
Mayor Thomas Menino for their unrelenting support and the
ongoing deployment of resources to assist both law enforcement and
the victims of this attack.”
Have a look at this video where we see New York mayor Michael
Bloomberg and police commissioner Ray Kelly being interviewed –
telling us to expect more surveillance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rT5YjTBwwD4 It ends with
Bloomberg telling us the person sitting next to us may be just someone
sitting there; or it may be a detective trying to keep us safe ... Be very
afraid folks; we are sleepwalking into totalitarianism. Please people;
WAKE UP, and let’s stop this madness. Incidentally the person[s]
behind this video StillSpeakingOut is/are not genuinely on the side of
freedom and justice for Jahar; this is a cointelpro video. The distorted
voice over is a dead giveaway; as is the use of a pseudonym. More on
this in my sister BB psy-op pdf.
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_BOSTON_BOMBING_PSY-OP__a_closer_look_at_the_work_of_the_COINTELPRO.php
Back to the bogus Homeland Security report.

P26: “As investigative bodies, JTTFs bring the expertise of several
agencies under one roof to combat terror threats, but in this case,
and possibly in others, the information they possessed may have been
valuable when shared with other agencies. As former mayor of New
York, yet another disgusting specimen of the human race, Rudy
Giuliani explained in testimony before the committee [notice how
Satan’s servants have to keep wheeling out a never ending stream of
other disciples of the devil to prop up their lies], sharing information
outside of the JTTF with local law enforcement [umm weren’t we told
that the Boston Police Department did have officers assigned to the
JTTF; that the problem was FBI approval was required before
information could be shared?] about terrorist threats can help
investigators.
But there’s a second reason why the Boston Police should have
been notified, and it wasn’t just to notify the Boston police; it was to
ask for help. If the FBI receives notification from the government
of Russia that a man is a suspected terrorist, and the FBI doesn’t
know if the man is a suspected terrorist or not, but has to
investigate this, where would you go immediately? Where should
you go immediately to get information about that but to the police
department where this man lives? Not just to notify them, to ask
for their help. To ask them for all the information they have about
him, to ask them to put him under surveillance, to ask them to
watch them [them or him?].”
Well duh! And that is exactly what happens in genuine investigations i.e.
not the ones we’re told about in a psy-op.
It’s not difficult to see how this Masonic arse-licking lying git Giuliani
earned the title ‘Honourable’.
So, to sum up, the committee’s recommendation is to “foster a more
open and collaborative relationship, where more TFOs can share
information with their parent agency and local fusion centres.” [P28.]
Well hallelujah! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usfiAsWR4qU
Under the heading ‘TECS Lookouts’ the piss-take brigade take the art of
piss-taking to new levels: “Official FBI and DHS accounts [are there
such things as unofficial FBI and DHS accounts?] cannot officially
verify whether the [cough] TECS alert was shared with the unknown
FBI case agent who led the [cough] 2011 assessment. Can they not
unofficially provide verification then? Upon his return from Russia TT’s
cough TECS alert once again notified the unknown record-holder of his

intended travel. Once again neither DHS or FBI can verify from
written or electronic records if this information was passed on from
the unknown CBP officer on the Boston JTTF to his unknown
colleagues, and in particular the unknown case agent. Publish the
records [including all official and non-official accounts], and let us see for
ourselves who didn’t know what.
If you take a look here
http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2015/03/03/boston-marathonbombing-trial-witnesses-andexhibits/TNLn7fn2CJ5GbC7jxEMBwM/story.html
You’ll find the following document published

However you’ll notice that the pages referenced – CBP 000001-CBP
000003 are conspicuously absent. Wonder why!!! You’ll also notice that
the date queried was 21st January 2012 to 17th July 2012 [the dates
Tamerlan travelled from the USA to Russia and returned].

It doesn’t look like Lonnie Lawson was asked to check TECS
records dating back to 2011.
Yet beyond a record of the [cough] TECS alert notifying the unknown
CBP officer who initially placed this [cough] alert that TT was leaving it is
not clear that this information was shared with unknown others on the
Boston JTTF. The committee understands [on what grounds?] it is
possible [and even likely [why is it?]] that this [cough] alert, and the
[cough] alert that was sent upon TT’s return were shared verbally [ha
ha; as if. The monkeys on this committee are really scraping the barrel
with this load of old fanny; aren’t they. As if any kind of record keeping
is done verbally, let alone records of this nature] with others, but we
haven’t a Scoobies who the fuck they are on the Boston JTTF, yet the
absence of a reliable record that demonstrates this makes it difficult to
know with certainty who was aware that TT was travelling. Maybe
that’s because no-one needed to know ... because he was never being
monitored ... because he wasn’t on any terrorist watch list ...
because he wasn’t a terrorist, and had no intentions of becoming
one.
Specifically TT’s name spelling and date of birth were inaccurate, and as
a result there was no match through TIDE [Terrorist Identities Datamart
Environment]. In TECS records that we say were provided to the
committee, even though they weren’t because they don’t exist an alert
entered on October 20th 2011 spells Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s surname as
‘Tsarnayev’ and lists his birthday in 1987 instead of 1986.” So publish
these TECS records. Prove there are errors in Tam’s name or his d.o.b.
Under the heading ‘Reviewing TSDB Nominations’ the monkeys really
are taking the Michael. They must have been pissing their pants when
they wrote the following: “The committee recommends changes to the
TSDB nomination process that would require a third-party agency with
information on an individual being nominated to proactively share
corrections or additional information. In this case the FBI was made
aware of TT’s TIDE record, and had more accurate information [a correct
name and date of birth] they did not share with the NCTC. Additionally
on August 6th 2013 both the NCTC and CBP signed a Letter of Intent
[Letter of Intent indeed; piss taking bastards] to improve data sharing
and record enhancement related to the watchlist. Particularly, according
to CBP officials, CBP TSC and NCTC are now able to automatically
transmit data to quickly enhance TIDE/TSDB records.” Not that any of

that will prevent the next Masonic engineered and executed terrorist
attack.
Under ‘Addressing Long-Term Challenges’ the forked-tongued
committee continue to regurgitate blatant lies: “ ... it was not until TT’s
fingerprints were scanned that the identity of the attackers became
known to authorities ... Not one associate of Tamerlan or Dzokhar
Tsarnaev identified them to the authorities. Actually they did; well
they tried to! One of Jahar’s friends, Sierra Schwartz, says in answer to
the question – did you call authorities when you saw his picture on TV?

“No because we were told at the time the media was wrong,
and said he was someone else so a lot of my friends and I
who recognised him just went back to bed.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pDNgUk1POc [2 h 41 mins.]
Jaw dropping or what? You really couldn’t make this shit up.
The hypocritical brown nosed traitor Ruslan Tsarni
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=by_CJrD7r_c wants you to believe
he’d been following events since day one, but he didn’t see the photos of
the ‘suspects’ that were flashed up on TV screens at 5:10 pm on
Thursday 18th April, he only saw the pictures at 7 am next morning
[19th April 2013] when he was contacted by reporters. Perhaps he’d
like to tell us how these reporters knew he was a relative of the
‘suspects’. Notice none of the lame ‘reporters’ [MSM gatekeepers]
firing questions at him ask him that question! So, umm, what happened
– were Tamerlan’s fingerprints scanned soon after he had died i.e in the
early hours of the morning sometime after 1:35 am, whereupon word
went out to the Associated Press that the suspects had been identified,
whereupon reporters descended upon Tsarni’s abode to inform him that
‘Bomber One’ was his dead nephew? Take a look at my pdf on ‘The
JANSPORT backpack’ for an interesting read.
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_JANSPORT_BACKPACK.php
Course Tsarni will have been well briefed by the grey suits not to slip up
and say that he saw his nephews on TV on Thursday evening, as that
would have raised an ‘out of the box’ question of why he hadn’t dobbed
them in. The masons couldn’t have their puppet Tsarni facing
accusations that his inaction led to Collier being murdered, Dun Meng
being carjacked, Dic Donohue being seriously injured, Boston being on
Lockdown ... Members of TT’s mosque, the ISB, did not identify him as
the man they had thrown out [where’s the evidence he was thrown out of

a mosque?] months before for arguing with a preacher. Classmates
and friends of Dzokhar did not alert police that they recognized his
face on TV. As shown, that is just another filthy lie. These
inactions may have cost MIT police officer Sean Collier his life.” Well if
we are going to go along with the story that the Tsarnaev brothers
bombed the marathon, then since the FBI knew the brothers
very well, it was actually the inactions of the FBI that cost
Collier his life, and almost cost Dic Don his life, and caused the
implementation of martial law in Boston, and Dun Meng’s terror ride
around the streets of Boston. Course, as has been shown by Sierra
Schwartz, the authorities themselves caused all that.
The truth is these filthy lying ‘Homeland Security Committee’ bastards,
and lying co-conspirator Ruslan Tsarni are protecting the person[s]
who murdered Sean Collier. Carry on pretending, you traitorous
animals; Satan loves you.
Oh and apparently “the account that doesn’t exist; but we on the
committee can just keep telling you sweet little lies cos we don’t have to
prove anything we say is true of Watertown Police Officers [bold-faced
lying twats – Reynolds, Maclellan, Pugliese ...] who, according to the
script, first encountered Tamerlan and Dzokhar Tsarnaev makes clear
they did not suspect the two brothers had committed the attack
until the Tsarnaevs exchanged gunfire with law enforcement [LOL]
and detonated improvised explosives on the street.” Bwa ha ha ha.
Let’s see; so did the conversation go something like this:PUG: “Psst Mac, do you reckon those fellas over there shooting at us
and chucking pressure cookers are the ones who bombed the
marathon?”
MAC: “What makes you think that Pug?”
PUG: “Well those pressure cookers that they’re lobbing look like the
ones which caused the Marathon explosions; albeit they’re a bit smaller.”
MAC: “I do believe you’re right. Well spotted Serg.”
Incidentally the idiot Reynolds [accompanied by his fellow wannabe hero
Mac the monkey, both of whom take bullshitting to new levels, and really
should have made some effort to keep their stories straight] tells the
‘Kirk & Callahan’ clowns that it was an hour after the shooting when they
realised they’d just ‘taken down’ the Boston Marathon Bombers
http://media.weei.com/a/74947389/watertown-officers-maclellan-andreynolds-on-being-the-first-on-the-scene-with-the-terrorists.htm

And notice the ref – Vincent DeWitt. Supra note 69. WTF???
On p 36 under the title ‘Encouraging Cooperation and Assistance from
the Community’, “the committee of sly gits recommends efforts to
strengthen and expand DHS ‘If you see something, say something’
program ... Ensuring that Americans are alerting their local police or
Federal authorities to suspicious behaviour or other potential indicators
is an important step in preventing terrorist attacks ... members of a local
community are the individuals best placed to identify potential terrorist
threats.” This of course is not about saving lives; this is the DHS’ snitch
campaign which is conditioning unsuspecting Americans into welcoming
a police state takeover.
Their final recommendation under the title ‘Ending the ‘Case Closed’
Mentality’ takes piss-taking to breathtaking levels. I quote: “The foul
gang on the committee has been telling a pack of lies, including lying
about being informed that while the FBI and other agencies have
conducted multiple reviews related to this case, none has resulted in a
formal report memorializing the relevant findings. Though a joint
effort by the Inspectors General [IGs] and the Intelligence
Community, Department of Justice, Department of Homeland
Security, and the Central Intelligence Agency [ALL OF WHOM
ANSWER TO THE SAME MASONIC MASTER AS THE ONE PULLING
THE STRINGS OF THIS GANG OF ‘HOMELAND SECURITY’
SLEAZEBAGS] to look into this matter was announced on April 30th
2013, this effort is ongoing.” That means never ending i.e the evil
men in their dirty secret societies will continue to create all sorts of
agencies, departments, communities, committees, clubs, offices,
services, bureaus, companies, organizations, firms, inspectorates, task
forces ... all under the guise of ‘security’ who will be staffed by
dishonest immoral vile spineless agents of the State, all of whom will be
well paid and well practiced in the art of bullshitification; all of which
will be paid for by all of us hardworking mugs, until you and I are so
utterly enslaved there will be fuck all we can do about it. Job jobbed.
According to the Associated presstitutes the brothers’ mother Zubeidat
was also on a CIA terrorist watchlist 18 months before the attacks,
and is now a 'person of interest'. RT say that the CIA reportedly put her
on the Terrorist Identities Datamart Environment database (TIDE) at the
same time that Tamerlan was added; and that this news comes after she
accused US police of murdering her son.
https://www.rt.com/usa/boston-bombing-boat-tsarnaev-507/ Notice
NONE of the propagandists provide a link to the source of that filthy lie.

There is no mention of Zubeidat being on a terrorist watchlist in the
‘Committee of House Homeland Enslavement’ report, or in any of the
court documentation. There is no mention of her being assessed, or of
her being of any concern at all to the JTTF when they were
supposedly assessing Tamerlan.
Course the propaganda prostitutes had to demonize the mother when
she cried foul, and exposed the FBI as lying about not knowing her sons;
insisting they had been framed.
Perhaps the media scumbags would like to tell us what terrorist activities
Zubeidat was involved in; or what sort of terrorism she was thinking of
getting involved in. I guess she is viewed as a terrorist as she has the
front to expose the American government as murderous lying bastards.
Course it is no surprise to see the media whores trying to discredit her
by attaching her name to the shit the COINTELPRO network have
saturated the blogosphere with. For example: “'It wasn't blood... it was
PAINT': Boston bombers' defiant mother launches bizarre defense of her
'framed' sons.” http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2314663/Bostonbombers-crazed-mother-Zubeidat-Tsarnaeva-says-marathon-carnageplay-paint-instead-blood.html Notice the gutter mail do not put a link to
the proof of that claim. I would like to see where Zubeidat herself says
that.

